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Happy Veteran’s Day to everyone who served our country, both past and present.  

 
 
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures climbed higher with big tech names set to erase some of this week’s 
losses. After the initial euphoria of Pfizer’s vaccine data, it seems people now have a fear of distribution 
issues. The 10-year yield reached its highest level since March 19 as financial stocks explode. Amazing to see 
Berkshire Hathaway rally 3% in a single day and helps explain the massive rally in the financial etf—XLF 
(Berkshire has a 14% weight).  Wake me up when it hits 2%. We still have free money here. Also, keep a 
perspective of US vs. global rates. Value stocks outperformed for the 2nd day in a row on Tuesday. Is this a 
head fake or a real rotation? Either way, it’s a perfect excuse to use this classic Krusty the Clown gambling 
clip https://bit.ly/2GLXzAv  . Hong Kong no longer exists as we know as China requires Hong Kong lawmakers 
to be “patriots.” Did anyone catch the Frontline episode on what Chinese authorities are doing to Muslim 
Uyghurs. It is chilling. Maybe the NBA commissioner and CEO’s of American companies should watch it, too. 
The surveillance technology is alarming.  S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +28.22, 10-Yr Yield: 0.97%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 The European Commission said it had sealed a deal with Pfizer and BioNTech for the supply of up to 
300 million doses of their COVID-19 vaccine candidate.-Reuters 

 U.S. President-elect Joe Biden will further lay the groundwork for his new administration as President 
Donald Trump pursues a flurry of lawsuits challenging the election results in an effort to cling to 
power.-Reuters 

 Russia's Sputnik V vaccine is 92% effective at protecting people from COVID-19 according to interim 
trial results, the country's sovereign wealth fund said, as Moscow rushes to keep pace with Western 
drugmakers in the race for a shot.-Reuters 

 Large US banks are set to receive a rapid and large windfall from a PFE and BNTX Covid-19 vaccine 
after positive data sharply widened the gap between long and short-term bond yields, a move that if 
sustained could improve profits from lending.-FT 
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 At least five Supreme Court justices, including two members of its conservative majority, indicated on 
Tuesday that they would reject attempts by Republicans and the Trump administration to kill the 
Affordable Care Act.-NYT 

 The number of job openings in the US has climbed since the spring and is now nearly back to the levels 
before the pandemic hit the labor market, a sign of continued economic improvement despite an 
upsurge in infections and fading fiscal support.-WSJ 

 California voters rejected a bid to roll back a 42-year-old limit on commercial-property tax increases, 
voting down Proposition 15 by a 52 percent to 48 percent margin, according to the Associated Press, 
which called the race Tuesday.-WSJ  

 Wall Street overwhelmingly put its money behind Joe Biden in this election, and donations have 
always bought some level of access to the Oval Office, but Biden’s backers in the industry probably 
won’t have the same close access enjoyed by financiers who had Trump’s ear.-WSJ 

 China has released new draft antimonopoly rules for its online platforms, signaling an increased 
appetite by Beijing authorities to rein in dominant technology companies, including Ant Financial, 
which was set to launch a $34B initial public offering.-WSJ 

 Targeted advertising in which even people living next door to one another could see different 
commercials during the same TV show has been television’s Holy Grail, and is expected to become a 
reality next year.-WSJ (Will they be able to tell that I mute every commercial?) 

 Virgin Galactic has carried out several successful test flights and scored key contracts with NASA, and 
Wall Street has turned bullish—seven out of eight analysts covering the stock give it a buy rating 
despite no revenue last quarter and with commercial flights at least months away.-USA 

 Companies hit hard by the pandemic, including CCL and Lufthansa, are rushing to raise billions of 
dollars in cash, taking advantage of market optimism related to news that a coronavirus vaccine may 
be on the horizon.-FT 

 Secretary of State Mike Pompeo says the Trump administration is "not finished" with moves against 
China.-Bloomberg 

 Amazon (AMZN) might move to longer term remote work.-Business Insider 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 IFS: US marriage rate hit all-time low in 2019. So did the divorce rate. https://bit.ly/35j9Vte (Glass half 
empty?) 

 Star Tribune: Minneapolis looking to hire outside police officers amidst shortage 
http://strib.mn/32xcy9d (shocker) 

 FSR: Steak 48 in Philly redesigns upscale dining for COVID https://bit.ly/38ylqPy  
 Ladders: 9 business clothing items that are outdated https://bit.ly/2ImSW0G (I’d add the white collar 

dress shirt. Gekko style) 

 
 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
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The September job openings report was roughly in line with market consensus. 

 
  

• The quit rate (voluntary resignations) ticked higher while layoffs continued to decline. 
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The NFIB index is likely to weaken in November. Many small firms are increasingly unsure whether they will survive. 

 

Source: Goldman Sachs    
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With more employees working from home, companies are increasingly trying to sublease office space 
(flooding the market). Despite the rally in office REITs (see chart), this sector will continue to struggle. 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
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The MSCI World Index hit a record high. 
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Cyclical stocks are leading this week. 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
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• The rotation into cyclicals caused a massive dispersion among the S&P 500 stocks. 

 
Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence    
  

• Many cyclical shares have weak balance sheets. 
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• Some cyclical shares are also bets on higher inflation. Here is the spread between the Citi inflation long and inflation 
short baskets. 
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Day traders are in love with airline shares again. 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article    
 
Bloomberg’s measure of the S&P 500 earnings yield hit a new low. (Where do retirees go for yield?) 
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The gap between growth and value stock valuations has been near extremes. 
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Source: Hugo Ste-Marie, Portfolio & Quantitative Strategy Global Equity Research, Scotia Capital    
 
The Pfizer vaccine announcement has been good for crude oil. 

 
Source: barchart.com   
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“Clean” energy stocks continue to outperform, as renewables become a larger component of power 
generation in the US and globally. 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article   
 
After the vaccine announcement, the markets are starting to doubt the Fed’s patience in holding rates 
near zero for a long period. Here is the change in the market-implied fed funds rate trajectory. 
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The risk of homelessness among US veterans: 

Source: APA     
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Most popular apps in the US: 

 
Source: Statista    
  

 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
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Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


